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1 Abstract
Atomic-scale simulations of reactive processes have been stymied by two factors: the general lack

of a suitable semi-empirical force field on the one hand, and the impractically large computational

burden of using ab initio molecular dynamics on the other. In this paper, we use an “on-the-fly”

active learning technique to develop a non-parameterized force field that, in essence, exhibits the

accuracy of density functional theory and the speed of a classical molecular dynamics simulation.

We developed a force field suitable to capture the crystallization of gallium nitride (GaN) using a

novel additive manufacturing route and a combination of liquid Ga and ammonia gas precursors to

grow GaN thin films. We show that this machine learning model is capable of producing a trans-

ferable force field that can model all three phases, solid, liquid and gas, involved in this additive

manufacturing process. We verified our computational results against a range of experimental mea-

surements and ab initio molecular dynamics simulation, showing that this non-parametric force

field shows excellent accuracy as well as a computationally tractable efficiency. The development

of this transferable force field opens the opportunity to simulate liquid phase epitaxial growth more

accurately than before, analyze reaction and diffusion processes, and ultimately establish a growth

model of the additive manufacturing process to create gallium nitride thin films.

2 Introduction
Atomic-scale modelling can provide valuable insights on reactive/diffusive processes that can help

us to improve, and potentially optimize, values of the processing variables that control the out-

comes of these processes. It can also capture previously unknown reaction mechanisms either

inaccessible experimentally or inferred indirectly, as is quite common. The most obvious route for

this would involve conducting Molecular Dynamics simulations to capture the reactive/diffusional

process(es) and this requires some knowledge of a suitable reactive force field. However, many

force fields, such as the Modified Embedded Atom Model (MEAM) [1] or Stillinger-Weber (SW)

[2] potential cannot capture the bond-making and -breaking processes, nor the phase change asso-
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ciated. The well-known Tersoff model [3] is a “bond order” based method and might be considered

to offer a compromise in lieu of explicit bond-making/breaking capability, but the limitations of this

model have also become well-exposed.[4–6] Use of a more sophisticated model, such as ReaxFF,

which is explicitly designed to capture reactive systems, could be used in theory to capture the

reactive nature of a system. In practise, ReaxFF requires extensive parameterization, and the result

is highly specific to one particular reactive system. [7, 8] This can lead to poor generalizability.

Use of an ab initio model, such as density functional theory, offers more accuracy, but is impracti-

cal due to the orders of magnitude larger computational burden that leads to compromises in both

length- and time- scales (typically to a few nm in length and order of ps in time), without excessive

resource usage.

Our goal was to develop a force field that exhibits the generalizability to model each component

over the wide range of temperature accessible to liquid epitaxial growth of gallium nitride during

an additive manufacturing process. Additive manufacturing (AM) is a generative method used

to create an object in a layer-by-layer approach. [9] AM approaches allow the fabrication of ge-

ometries unattainable through traditional manufacturing and lead to faster and cheaper prototyping

to create a product with targeted material properties. [10–12] Our collaborators at the Applied

Physics Laboratory, Gagnon et al., have recently developed an AM method to synthesize gallium

nitride. [13] This process allows epitaxial growth of solid GaN and provides a new route to printing

semiconductor materials as desired, including vertical device geometries that enable higher perfor-

mance but are currently difficult to fabricate [14]. However, some questions remained unanswered

or inaccessible experimentally, including the inability to resolve details of the atomic-level details

of crystallization at the growing interface, nor an understanding of the diffusion and reaction pro-

cesses by which the nitrogen travels through the gallium melt, again described at a molecular level.

In addition, the current AM growth model underestimates the observed growth rate for unknown

mechanistic reasons. [13]

Since no semi-empirical model currently fits this requirement, we turned to the use of machine

learning to create a force field that can realistically model this additive manufacturing process. The

incorporation of machine learning has advanced our ability to learn the fundamental interactions

among atoms and molecules, creating a host of methods such as the Gaussian Approximation Po-

tential, [15] Moment Tensor Potential, [16] DeepMD, [17] and many more. Recently, researchers

at Harvard have developed a Gaussian Process-based machine learning force field, FLARE (Fast

Learning of Atomistic Rare Events). [18] We chose to use FLARE for our purposes, rather than

other viable alternatives, because it is easily interpretable and autonomous with little supervision

needed. This method falls into the category of an “on-the-fly” approach, in that it adds more

training points, usually from a more accurate method (and hence more expensive), only when nec-

essary. FLARE uses the neighboring atoms of a central atom as its descriptor in concert with a

Gaussian Process that makes a prediction of the atomic forces by calculating the similarity be-

tween the new atomic environment and the ones in the training set. Moreover, it has the attractive

feature that it compares the uncertainty of a new prediction with the systematic uncertainty (for-

mally, an epistemic uncertainty) in order to determine whether the model requires more training

points. These two features make FLARE a potentially powerful tool to “learn” the interactions that

define the behavior of a complex system incorporating rare atomic events in an on-the-fly fashion.

As a new method, however, the strengths and limitations of FLARE in real materials processing
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environments are largely unexplored at this time.

In this work, we used FLARE to develop a non-parametric force field that represents both crys-

talline and liquid GaN as well as the precursors for growth from the melt namely gaseous NH3

percolating through liquid Ga. To construct a force field capable of accurate transferability across

all three phases of matter is a challenge. Our paper will demonstrate that during the on-the-fly

training and the “off-line” pre-training, a Gaussian Process-based force field showed excellent

accuracy and generalizability. To broaden the use of our non-parameterized, FLARE-generated

force field, we mapped the Gaussian Process-generated models onto LAMMPS [19] compatible

models and parameters. We also provide the force field files together with associated parameters

for Molecular Dynamics simulations (see Data Availability).[20] This will enable the community

to conduct large-scale MD simulations using the non-parametric force field we developed with

FLARE.

3 Computational Methods
This section covers two aspects of the methods used in this study: (1) The methodology we used

to create the the Gaussian Process-based force field model through on-the-fly training and from

ab initio Molecular Dynamics trajectories; (2) the process used to validate the mapped Gaussian

Process force field against established properties in GaN. A graphical schematic of the workflow

for FLARE on-the-fly training is shown in Fig. 1. We provide a brief introduction to the FLARE

method, on-the-fly learning, and GP-mapped force fields in the Supplemental Information. Readers

are encouraged to study the original paper introducing FLARE, and created by Vandermause et al..

[18]

Figure 1: Workflow diagram for FLARE during on-the-fly training

3.1 On-the-fly training of atomic systems

FLARE assumes that the local energy contribution to an atom is the sum of the n-body interactions

within a user-specified cut-off, rcut .[21, 22] The n-body interaction is defined as a squared expo-

nential function multiplied by a quadratic function in order to ensure a smooth transition in energy

and, critically, in the force, at distances beyond rcut as defined in equation (1).

k2,3(di,d j) = σ2
2,3 exp(−

∥di −d j∥
2

2l2
2,3

) fcut(di,d j) (1)
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σ2,3 and l2,3 are the signal variance and signal length of the 2 or 3 body kernel in the Gaussian Pro-

cess. di is the vector of interatomic distance. For 2-body kernel, di = (ri,i1) where ri,i1 represents the

distance between central atom i and nearby atom i1. For 3-body kernel, di = (ri,i1 ,ri,i2 ,ri1,i2).

The role of the Gaussian Process regression is to learn the energy contribution to the local atomic

environment as a function of chemical species with the corresponding n-body interaction (a ma-

trix of atomic distances). Therefore, FLARE defines the kernel covariance matrix, as shown in

equation (2):

k(ρi,ρ j) =
N

∑
n=2

∑
i, j

∑
Pn

δSi
,PnS j

kn(di,Pnd j) (2)

where Si is the chemical species in the local cluster ρi, Pn is the permutation of the chemical species

and distance vector of a second cluster, ρ j. di and d j are the distance vectors of their corresponding

i and j clusters. N is the number of the many-body interaction; we use N = 3 in this work. The

delta function, δS j
, has a value of 1 if the chemical species in the atomic clusters are the same;

otherwise, it has a value of 0.

During the inference, the atomic forces and their uncertainties (posterior variance) follow Gaussian

Process relations, as defined in equation (3):

f (xα) = k̄T
α(K +σ2

n I)−1ȳ

σ2
α = kα,α − k̄T

α,α(K +σ2
n I)−1k̄α

(3)

where k̄α is the force kernel between the new environment, ρi, and the ones already in the training

set. K is the covariance matrix of the training set, σn is the noise of the GP model, I is the

identity matrix and ȳ are the known forces of local environments in the training set. kα,α is the

prior covariance of the new atomic environment. The hyperparameters of the Gaussian Process

are the signal variance and signal length corresponding to each of the 2- or 3-body kernels and

the overall noise level. We optimize these hyperparameters, θ , using a standard method, L-BFGS-

B, as implemented in SciPy [23, 24] by maximizing the log marginal likelihood p(ȳ|X ,θ) of the

Gaussian Process: [25]

logP(ȳ|X ,θ) =−
1

2
ȳT (K +σ2

n I)−1 −
1

2
log|K +σ2

n I|−
n

2
log2π (4)

To avoid overfitting and computationally expensive optimization once the training set becomes

large, we stop the hyperparameter optimization after 10 to 20 DFT calls have been made. We reset

this limit if the training is restarted in a significantly different temperature range (i.e. after we

rescale the temperature above the melting point). We chose this number because it corresponded

to only small changes in the likelihood during the testing of the on-the-fly training.

FLARE’s on-the-fly “learning” is achieved by comparing the inherent GP noise uncertainty, σGP,

and the force prediction uncertainty, σpredict . If σpredict is higher than σGP multiplied by a scalar

threshold, FLARE automatically makes a DFT call to calculate the forces acting on each atoms
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and add more data to the training set. Otherwise, FLARE proceeds with a Molecular Dynamics

simulation step. By default in FLARE, the Molecular Dynamics step updates the positions within

an NVE (microcanonical) ensemble. During the on-the-fly training phase, we manually adjust

the temperature by scaling the velocities of the atoms so that the system can explore different

conditions or chemical phases of the system.

3.2 Density functional theory and ab initio Molecular Dynamics

We exclusively used Quantum Espresso (QE) [26] to provide plane-wave density functional the-

ory (DFT) calculations. We used Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials with a

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation function. [26–28] Before conducting on-

the-fly training of GaN in a liquid phase, we also used trajectories generated from an ab initio

Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) simulation to “pre-train” the Gaussian Process model. We found

that this was a useful way to generate a large number of accurate DFT “frames” (representing a

given time instant) so that the GP model could have a more comprehensive understanding of the

atomic environment right from the start. Use of AIMD simulations also allows us to obtain training

data from an accurate (DFT) source but at finite (and experimentally realistic) temperatures. We

observed that the use of AIMD frames enabled us to accelerate the on-the-fly training, especially

for larger-sized systems and for those incorporating diffusive and reactive situations.

We used Born–Oppenheimer Molecular Dynamics (BOMD) as implemented in Quantum Espresso

[29] to generate trajectories and atomic forces at a series of desired temperatures. During the

BOMD simulation, Quantum Espresso implements a Verlet algorithm to calculate the equations

of motion. We ran different simulations in which we only controlled the initial temperature. We

observed that it is best to use frames that are at least 0.1 ps apart from each other to avoid sampling

very similar atomic configurations in the training set. We used 80% of the sampled frames for the

training and reserved 20% for subsequent verification of the model against experimental property

values.

3.3 Mapped Gaussian Process force field and LAMMPS simulation

The Gaussian kernel can be mapped onto a low-dimensional grid to represent each 2- and 3-body

interaction specified by the user and to maintain the high accuracy of the forces determined from

DFT calculations. [20] FLARE implements this feature to generate a mapped Gaussian process

(MGP) force field compatible with LAMMPS[19, 20]. We mapped 2-body interactions onto a

128-point grid and mapped the 3-body interactions to a 64x64x64 grid point to make sure that the

mapped force field accurately calculated the forces under a large range of conditions.

The upper cut-off of each grid is the same as the corresponding Gaussian kernel’s upper cut-off.

However, the lower cut-off is defined as the minimum interatomic distance in the training set mi-

nus an additional “relaxation” distance (chosen as 0.5 Å in our work). The MGP parameters are

interpolated to the lower cut-off so that the system would not fail to converge when the inter-

atomic distance is smaller than the ones in the training set during the LAMMPS simulation. The

extra “relaxation” distance is set as a safeguard and it is always more desirable to include these

configurations in the training set.

In contrast to the severe system size constraints experienced in practise using AIMD, use of the

Mapped Gaussian Process (MPG) force field allows large-scale Molecular Dynamics simulations
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to be conducted in LAMMPS. For example, in this work we were able to consider the dynamics

of more than 10,000 atoms over nanoseconds of simulation. This is achieved by building a bridge

between accurate atomic-scale trajectories from the GP learning and a more traditional Molecular

Dynamics simulation.

4 Results
In this section, we begin by using FLARE to model both the liquid phase (Ga droplets in the AM

experimental process) and the gaseous ammonia used experimentally to diffuse into the Ga melt.

With this in hand, we then show results for the creation of a GaN crystalline phase as modeled by

FLARE.

4.1 On-the-fly training of liquid Ga and an NH3 gas

4.1.1 Studies of liquid Ga

Liquid gallium serves as a critical reactant in the liquid phase epitaxy of solid GaN. It has a

very low melting temperature at 302.92 K. [30] During the process of GaN nucleation and crystal

growth, the gallium “reservoir” for the reaction will remain in the liquid phase. As a result, it will

be crucial for our active learning approach to be able to capture the behavior of liquid gallium

metal.

To do so, we set up an on-the-fly (OTF) training of 64 gallium atoms in a simulation cell with

periodic boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. S1. We ran the Molecular Dynamics part of the

training for 25 ps at four different temperatures: 300 K, 500 K, 1000 K and 1500 K using a simple

velocity-rescaling method. The mean absolute error between data from the DFT calls and those

of the Gaussian Process prediction was below 0.08 eV/Å as shown in Fig. S2a. Typically, we

aim to achieve an MAE error less than 0.2 eV/Å . Although the MAE value for the training set

was excellent, a subsequent LAMMPS simulation using the mapped Gaussian Process force field

(MGP) resulted in an “explosion” of the atoms in the simulation box. We believe this was caused

by strong repulsive forces typical of small interatomic distances between gallium atoms and the

increased randomness in the metallic liquid during the LAMMPS simulation. The net result is that

these significantly different atomic environments were not effectively sampled during the on-the-

fly training when we took the approach of gradually increasing the system temperature.

To remediate this situation, we started the on-the-fly training with a compressed lattice by decreas-

ing the initial Ga-Ga distances by around 10% to force the system to experience, from the outset,

the smaller interatomic distances that lead to strong repulsion. This allows the model to, in some

way, “understand” what should happen when Ga becomes a liquid; this approach proved to be

helpful. With only 22 DFT calls, the final mean absolute error was now under 0.21 eV/Å and the

corresponding training step is shown in Fig. S2a. In the training phase, we set the threshold to

call additional DFT simulations to twice the Gaussian Process’s epistemic uncertainty. Whereas,

in the OTF training phase shown in Fig. S2b, we set the threshold to be the same as the epistemic

uncertainty. This, in turn, gave rise to a higher MAE value of around 0.2 eV/Å. Note that running

the simulation with a smaller threshold does not significantly improve the MAE. However, the GP

model was able to continue the MD steps over a large temperature range, between 300 - 2500 K,

without additional DFT calls after the initial 22 DFT calls.
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(a) Comparison of the density profile of a simulated

Ga supercell (shown as blue dots) and experimental

data (orange dots)[32]. The simulated density profile

shows a density maximum, as observed experimen-

tally.

(b) The average radial distribution function, g(r), of

a Ga supercell at four temperatures (100, 200, 300

and 500 K) predicted by simulation after 1 ns of re-

laxation. The expected transition from a crystal-like

to a liquid-like g(r) is clearly evident.

Figure 2: The density and radial distribution functions calculated

from MD simulations using the mapped Gaussian Process (MGP)

force field.

We found that the LAMMPS simulation using the corresponding MGP force field successfully

captured the liquid phase behavior of gallium. For verification against experiment, we studied

the melting behavior of gallium. We used an isobaric-isothermal (NPT) ensemble to simulate a

supercell of 2744 gallium atoms at temperatures from 100 K to 1000 K at a pressure of 1 bar with

a 1 fs time step. We increased the temperature in increments of 50 K and let the contents of the

simulation box relax for 1 ns at each temperature. The density profiles at these different simulation

temperatures and the radial distribution function, g(r), at 120 K (solid) and 560 K (liquid) are

shown in Fig. 2. As mentioned above, the experimental melting point for gallium is 302.92 K[30].

The experimental density of gallium at room temperature is 5.91 g/cm3 [31]. Anomalously, like

water, gallium exhibits a density maximum on melting, with the density of liquid gallium being

higher than that of solid gallium by up to 3 percent. The density has been shown experimentally

to decrease once the temperature rises above 350-500 K. [32]. Our force field showed a density

maximum in roughly the right temperature range.

Comparing experimental values in the literature, [32, 33] shown in Fig. 2a, to results from the

simulations exhibited similar densities (simulated data are, at worst, about 5% higher than the

corresponding experimental value). The simulated gallium density decreased with increases in

temperature and showed a maximum when it transitioned to the liquid phase. We used VMD [34]

to calculate the radial distribution function, g(r), at 100, 200, 300 and 500 K for which experi-

mental data are available for comparison. At 100 K, the first peak in the simulated g(r) appeared

at a distance of 2.75 Å representing the nearest neighbor distance in the gallium crystal. This is

consistent with experimental measurements varying between 2.48 Å and 2.79 Å. [35] The second

peak in our simulations occurred at 4.15 Å which is close to the experimental measurement at
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3.75 Å[35]. The change of g(r) from 200 K to 500 K shows a transition from solid to liquid phase

where the magnitude of the first peak decreased and the second and subsequent peaks broadened

and lowered in value. Solid Ga has peaks around 2.4, 4.2 and 6.4 Å, whereas liquid Ga only has

peaks around 2.4 and 5 Å. At 500 K, the neighboring atoms became homogeneous, wherein the

g(r) reached a value of 1 at larger distances, consistent with experimental measurements in the

literature. [36, 37] Overall, our predictions showed very good consistency with experimental val-

ues: The MD-generated density is within 1% difference from experimental values at temperatures

under 800 K and within a 7% difference at higher temperatures, between 800 - 1000 K.

4.1.2 Studies of ammonia gas

The training of NH3 is more straightforward but crucial because it was important to demonstrate

that the Gaussian Process’s n-body kernel has the ability to model both intra- and inter- molecular

interactions. We implemented two systems containing 4 and 16 NH3 molecules, respectively, and

added a vacuum to the latter system, as shown in Fig. S3. We report the training steps and the

corresponding mean absolute errors in Fig. S4. The GP model represented the interactions in the

ammonia system well, as exemplified by the low value of the final MAE of around 0.05 - 0.08

eV/Å . Because the objective of this paper focuses on the force field generation for elements of the

GaN system and NH3 decomposes to elemental N and H under the crystal growth temperature, we

have not performed any force field validations of predicted properties of NH3.

4.2 Studies of GaN from on-the-fly training and ab initio Molecular Dynam-

ics trajectories

For the GP model training of the crystalline GaN system, we implemented several different train-

ing procedures to determine the best protocol to follow. We initialized and relaxed a 32-atom

GaN wurtzite structure at room temperature (300 K) and then increased the temperature to 500 K,

800 K, 1000 K and 1200 K every 2 ps. This is a very high rate of change in temperature (1014 K/s)

compelled by the computationally prohibitive cost to run very long simulation between each tem-

perature. The temperature changes are achieved by an instantaneous velocity rescaling followed

by NVE without further temperature control.

The training statistics in Fig. 3 show that the model exhibited excellent performance, as measured

by the maximum MAE value being under 0.1 eV/Å even using a relatively large uncertainty thresh-

old of twice the epistemic uncertainty. Not surprizingly, at the point at which the temperature was

changed instantaneously, the model required more DFT calls to add new atomic environments to

the training set to represent the interactions appropriate to that region. The model also required

far fewer DFT calls at lower temperatures than at higher temperatures, as is intuitively reasonable;

the MAE increased concomitantly at higher temperatures. GaN adopts and retains a more ordered

configuration at lower temperatures, requiring fewer additions to the training set. At higher tem-

peratures, the system had increased chances to access a variety of atomic configurations.

We then transferred the training to a larger 64-atom GaN system, as shown in Fig. S5. The GP

model already had sufficient knowledge of the lower temperature regime. It did not make any

additional DFT calls below 1000 K, but still needed to make more calls at higher temperatures.
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However, the number of these additional calls was relatively small, only 10 additional DFT calcu-

lations, and these were sufficient to further improve the model, rather than constantly adding more

training points.

(a) On-the-fly training set of temperature versus time (b) Corresponding MAE values

Figure 3: Results from on-the-fly training steps and the mean abso-

lute error of a 32-atom GaN system as the system traverses tempera-

tures from 300 to 1200 K. A total of 71 DFT calls were made shown

as red crosses in (a) for a small, computationally tractable, 32-atom

system. The MAE shown in (b) is acceptably low, under 0.1 eV/Å .

When we continued the OTF training to temperatures above 1200 K, we encountered a significant

slowdown in the execution of the MD steps. We hypothesized that this phenomenon is caused

by two factors: Firstly, the GP model already contained many training points (more than 1000

points if we started from 300 K) and the inference of the GP model given new atomic coordinates

would require more computational time. Secondly, experiments have shown that GaN tends to

decompose prior to melting and the experimental melting point of the GaN is only known to be

the neighborhood of 2500 K at a pressure of 6 GPa. [38]. In our simulations, it is possible that

GaN underwent decomposition and a phase change when the system’s temperature approached

the melting point. This may be the reason why the OTF model needed to add significantly more

DFT data points to the training set, slowing the process significantly, and worsening the GP’s time

performance, as pointed out in the first factor. To remedy the slowdown, we could limit the number

of atomic environments added after each DFT call or reduce the maximum number of times that

the GP is allowed to optimize its hyperparameters. Both of these would accelerate the execution

speed of the model. However, this might endanger the accuracy of the GP model by setting strict

limitations on training set size or optimization steps.

Instead of choosing either of those remedies, we decided to run ab initio Molecular Dynamics

(AIMD) simulations at different temperatures to allow us to sample atomic coordinates and forces
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at higher temperature regions which were hard to reach, or maintain, in the OTF training. We ran

three separate AIMD simulations below and above the published melting point (i.e., at 1000 K,

1500 K and 4000 K) for at least 5 ps for each temperature. We took the atomic positions and

the corresponding forces at 0.1 ps intervals between each frame to avoid sampling highly similar

system configurations. During the training of these frames, we made sure that the final number of

the training points in the model was around 500 so that the later OTF training would not create a

bloated training set. The MAE of this “off-line”-trained model is around 0.12eV/Å as shown in

Fig. 4. We also performed tests on five independent DFT calculations of GaN in two temperature

ranges. The MAE on the test set was 0.09 eV/Å for frames from 300 - 1000 K and 0.17 eV/Å for

frames from 1000 - 2500 K. The MAE values for the training and test sets are both acceptably low,

under 0.2 eV/Å . This demonstrated the robustness of the model to learn and accurately predict

atomic forces in the GaN system across a wide range of temperatures.

We then restarted the OTF training of GaN in the 64-atom system and rescaled the temperature

to 6000 K every 0.5 ps for a total of 2 ps, as shown in Fig. S6. We implemented this frequent

temperature-rescaling because the default Verlet integration we used does not impose a thermostat.

This approach makes sure that the system would be maintained in high temperature regions and

that the GP model could effectively sample atomic configurations from the liquid phase. This

tailored control is only necessary when we want to build a force field capable of modeling both

the crystal and liquid phases. Similar to the transfer from the 32-atom to 64-atom GaN system that

we discussed above, the transferred model only needed additional DFT calls in the liquid phase

when the temperature was above 4000 K. MAE values of the restarted OTF training of GaN liquid

phase lie between 0.3 - 0.4 eV/Å , higher than the previous training statistics which tended to be

under 0.2 eV/Å . We believe that two factors contributed to this relatively high error. Firstly, it

was harder to predict the atomic forces in the more disordered liquid phase at high temperature.

Secondly, at higher temperature, the magnitude of the atomic forces as well as the error increased

correspondingly. This occurrence was also recorded in the original FLARE paper, studying the

melting of Al. [18] In our GaN system, the average force component above melting temperature

was about three times higher than ones recorded below the melting temperature. As a result, we

believe that increases in the mean absolute error should not be the sole metric used to determine

the GP’s capability to model complex systems. The transfer training of the GP from ab initio

Molecular Dynamics trajectories to the on-the-fly training allowed us to control the number of

training sets in the low temperature region and allowed the active learning approach to sample

more effectively in the liquid phase.

4.3 Validation of the mapped Gaussian Process force field against experi-

mental properties

We mapped the GP model, trained as described in Sections 3.3 and 4.2, to a LAMMPS-compatible

“pair style” in order to make the learned GaN model parameters more widely accessible to users

within the MGP force field. We mapped the GP models from training under the melting point as

shown in Fig. S5 (labelled as “crystal”) and training above the melting point as shown in Fig.

S6 (labelled as “liquid”) to two separate MGP force field parameters to validate against known

experimental property values. We built a 13x13x13 GaN supercell containing 8,788 atoms and

conducted simulations to calculate the lattice parameter, elastic constants and melting point. To

calculate the elastic constants, we applied a 0.0001% positive deformation to each surface of the
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Figure 4: The mean absolute error from “off-line” training of ab

initio Molecular Dynamics trajectories for a 64-atom GaN systems

taken from three temperatures 1000 K, 1500 K and 4000 K. The

dashed lines show the average MAE per element (Ga and N) from

the second half of the training. Color key as in the inset.

supercell. The LAMMPS-calculated properties are presented in Tables 1 and 2 and compared to

both experimental values and those from DFT calculations in the literature.

Our calculated lattice parameters showed a maximum deviation of 0.13 Å (approximately 2.5%)

from the experimental values. Although the MGP force field was not explicitly parameterized to

fit the lattice parameter or mechanical properties, we observed that it is capable of representing ex-

perimental behavior with remarkably high accuracy in comparison to both DFT and experimental

values. Elastic constants can be a little more challenging to predict computationally, especially for

C44. Our MGP force field is as quantitatively accurate as DFT calculations to reproduce experi-

mental values. It should be considered to capable of giving trends and qualitatively accurate results.

Not surprisingly, the MGP (liquid) outperforms the MGP (crystal) force field because the former

model contains more training points sampled in the high temperature region. MGP-generated

prediction of the Young’s modulus is 315 GPa which is surprisingly accurate in comparison to

experimental value at 295 GPa[39]. The ability of this MGP force field to generalize its predic-

tive property generation seems promising and could allow potential investigation of mechanical

properties in nanomaterials without exhaustive parameter fitting.

Estimation of the equilibrium melting point of GaN using MD required us to deploy a more sophis-

ticated method. Moreover, melting GaN is challenging even in experiments because GaN shows a

pronounced tendency to decompose to Ga and N2 before reaching the melting point. [38] Utsumi

reported a successful melting point measurement of 2488 K at 6 GPa that avoids the decomposition

observed at lower pressures. [38] If we were to perform MD simulations of a bulk crystal of GaN
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Table 1: Lattice parameters of a wurtzite structure of GaN using the

MGP (crystal and liquid) force field and known values from DFT

calculations [40] and experimental measurements. [41] (All values

are rounded to the second decimal place)

MGP (crystal) MGP (liquid) DFT (GGA) DFT (LDA) exp

a, b (Å) 3.10 3.26 3.20 3.07 3.18

c (Å) 5.05 5.20 5.23 4.91 5.18

α , β (°) 90 90 90 90 90

γ (°) 120 120 120 120 120

Table 2: Calculated elastic constants using the MGP (crystal and

liquid) force field and known values from DFT calculations [42] and

experimental measurements [43].

Ci j (GPa) MGP (crystal) MGP (liquid) DFT (GGA) DFT (LDA) exp

C11,C22 354 383 354 374 390±15

C12 182 129 83 127 145±20

C13,C23 117 77 52 81 106±20

C33 331 253 380 442 398±20

C44,C55 60 106 98 99 105±10

C66 86 127 136 124 123±10

at successively increasing temperatures in the vicinity of the experimental value of the congruent

melting point, it is well known that materials tend to overheat up to the spinodal temperature, thus

overestimating the melting point. Overestimates for other semiconductors can be as much as 20-

30% above the congruent melting point. For example, Zhou recorded a melting point of 3570 K

at zero pressure using the Stillinger-Weber potential for GaN, an overheating of almost 1000 K

over the experimental result at 6 GPa. [44] Harafuji derived a pressure-dependent melting point

equation for GaN using a modified two-body potential. [45] Although their P-T relation gave a

melting point of 2538 K at zero pressure and 3433 K at 6 GPa, it failed to take into account the

overpressure requirement to achieve melting in the experiment.

In this project, we first simulated the behavior of a bulk GaN crystal modeled with the MGP force

field by simply increasing the temperature in order to determine the limit of mechanical stability

(the spinodal) melting point, which occurred around 3800 K at 6 GPa. Next, we set up a simulation

box of 6,912 atoms in which we created a pair of solid-liquid interfaces. As is well-known, this

set-up overcame the lack of an interface which resulted in the superheating inherent in the first

method. [44–46]

The entire box was relaxed at 2900 K at a pressure of 6 GPa in an isothermal-isobaric NPT en-

semble for 1 ns. The ordered atoms in the left half of the box (z-direction) were designated as the

wurtzite crystal phase and fixed to maintain the structure. The atoms in the right half of the box

were designated to be the liquid phase. Atoms in this liquid phase were heated up to 3500 K over

the course of 3 ns and then equilibrated for another 4 ns. During the melting process, we used

an NPT ensemble to maintain a 6 GPa pressure in the direction of the interface (z-direction); the
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dimensions of the x− and y-directions were held fixed. Lastly, all the constraints were removed

and the system was relaxed in an NPH (isoenthalpic–isobaric) ensemble for 3 ns at 6 GPa, which

allowed the dimension of the box to change. The time step during this entire process was main-

tained at 1 f s. The determination of the melting point, Tm , was made as follows: We started

from the superheated melting point (3800 K) and decreased the temperature of the entire system

in increments of 100 K. We monitored the density profile and Ga-N coordination number along

the z-dimension after the final NPH simulation as shown in Fig. 5. The temperature was lowered

until the point at which the density and coordination number profile showed equal volume of the

solid-liquid region and that the velocity of the moving solid-liquid interface was zero. The final

melting point estimation was determined to be 3297 K at 6 GPa.

(a) Ga-N coordination number (b) Density profile

Figure 5: The Ga-N coordination number (CN) and density profile

along the z-axis of the solid-liquid interface to determine the melting

point estimation of GaN at 6 GPa. In the solid region, the per-atom

CN is around 3.9 and the density profile shows distinct peaks be-

cause of the ordered crystal structure. In the liquid region, the CN is

approximately 3.2 and the density profile is smooth because of the

disordered, homogeneous liquid phase.

5 Discussion
In this work, we successfully developed a non-parametric and transferable force field for gallium

nitride in both the solid and liquid phases and tested FLARE’s ability to model each of the gallium

and ammonia systems. Subsequent validation of the mapped Gaussian Process (MGP) force field

MD simulations (post-model creation) produced properties consistent with experimental results in

radial distribution function, lattice parameter, elastic constant and melting point and generally out-

performed those from traditional force fields and density functional theory. This work offers what

may well be the first demonstration of the utility of the FLARE framework and the autonomous,

non-parametric Gaussian Process model for the characterization of materials and materials pro-

cessing. More specifically, the development of this transferable force field will allow us to further

investigate the physical behavior of the crystal growth of GaN and eventually guide the process

and synthesis control of the additive manufacturing of other semiconductor materials.
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We also recommended several approaches to improve the training and validation procedures. For

example, we implemented the concept of using lattice compression in the gallium system, and we

used transfer learning to pre-train ab initio Molecular Dynamics trajectories for gallium nitride

liquid phase simulations. Our force field exhibited good generalizability to reproduce different

physical properties without explicitly fitting the model to any specific metrics. This development

is significant because it does not solely focus on the training or validation statistics of the model.

Instead, we focus on testing physical properties of gallium nitride in larger-scale molecular simu-

lation using the heavily used LAMMPS code. This proves the possibility to implement this force

field for further simulations on microscopic behavior of gallium nitride under a broad range of

temperature and phases.

One of the advantages of using FLARE is that the Gaussian Process model learns on-the-fly with-

out much human intervention. It samples diverse atomic configurations to enrich the training set

by exploring different temperature ranges. This method can train a general force field model that

is not biased towards a specific atomic configuration. This is established on the assumption that

temperature is a sufficient driving factor to enter a different atomic space (e.g., a remote region on

a map that is crucial to describe the overall behavior of the system). Also, it could be computation-

ally expensive to build a training set by sampling atomic configurations from a large temperature

range. It requires additional DFT calculations and will increase the prediction time of the Gaussian

Process as the size of the training set increases. On the other hand, we can manually add atomic

configurations where the model might fail to predict, or start the training with a set of reference

configurations as we did in the gallium training with lattice compression. However, this approach

has the downside of defeating the purpose of achieving an unbiased and generalizable model by

only controlling the temperature during the training. This is an important trade-off during the ac-

tive learning process. Therefore, we recommend users to validate the model in MD simulations

and compare the results against experimental measurements or simulated properties using DFT

and a traditional force field.
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